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Bill Gates Unv eils  His  Preferred National Digital
ID Program
By Danielle (https: // 100percentfedup.com/author/danielle/ ) | Aug 21,  2023

Bill Gates is now pushing the digital ID slavery system for humanity, and the billionaire globalist

recommended which platform he prefers.

“850 million people lack ID that proves their identity. As a result, they’re shut out of a lot of services

that could change their lives,” Gates said Monday.

“That’s why I’m so excited about MOSIP, an open-source technology that could dismantle barriers

worldwide.”
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Bill Gates
@BillGates · Follow

850 million people lack ID that proves their identity. As a 
result, they're shut out of a lot of services that could 
change their lives.

That's why I'm so excited about MOSIP, an open-source 
technology that could dismantle barriers worldwide. 
#G20India

gatesfoundation.org
Digital IDs are an effective tool against poverty. A global solution is maki…
The team behind the open-source technology MOSIP are transforming 
lives through their inclusive approach.

12:29 PM · Aug 21, 2023

1.6K Reply Copy link

Read more on Twitter

“Proof of identity enables people to fully participate in the economy,” Kanwaljit Singh, Senior

Program Of�cer, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, writes.

If you can’t prove your identity, then you can’t access services.
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The idea is to corral humanity into a digital surveillance system.

“Fortunately, a formidable solution has emerged: an open-source, customizable digital ID system

called Modular Open Source Identity Platform (MOSIP) that is available to all countries for free,”

Singh writes.
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From the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

(https://www.gatesfoundation.org/ideas/articles/mosip-digital-id-systems?

utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dpi2023&utm_content=BG):

A small but mighty team in India developed this technology for creating national digital ID

systems, with funding from our foundation. Since 2018, 11 countries, nine of them in Africa and

two in Asia, have signed memoranda of understanding with MOSIP to pilot the system. More

than 90 million people have been registered for MOSIP-based IDs in the Philippines, Ethiopia,

and Morocco as part of national deployments. MOSIP is a powerful example of how low- and

middle-income countries can harness open-source technology to improve lives and accelerate

development.

“Digital ID systems are one of the three pillars of what’s known as digital public infrastructure (DPI);

the others are digital payment systems and data exchange systems,” Singh writes.

“A digital ID system is critical because people need a veri�ed identity in order to tap into DPI’s

other bene�ts, from digital bank accounts and instant payments to mobile phone accounts and

personal data management.”

Aadhaar, India’s controversial national digital ID system, provided the inspiration for MOSIP.

The country’s national digital ID system enrolls over 99% of Indian adults, making it the world’s

largest national digital identi�cation system.
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Cont. from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

(https://www.gatesfoundation.org/ideas/articles/mosip-digital-id-systems?

utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dpi2023&utm_content=BG):

True to Rajagopalan’s prediction, Aadhaar transformed life for people across India. Access to an

inclusive digital ID system meant that people no longer had to rely on intermediaries. The

system also made life easier in other important ways. Within a decade, bank account

ownership in India more than doubled, to 78% in 2021, and brought millions of Indians,

especially women, into the formal economy. This achievement would otherwise have taken 45

years. The system has broadened the reach of social safety net programs, reduced waste, and

made the government more responsive during times of crisis.
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Rajagopalan and a team of programmers at IIIT-Bangalore wanted the bene�ts of a system like

Aadhaar to reach a global audience. So they set out to build MOSIP—a �exible, inclusive, and

trusted digital ID system that any country could customize to meet its speci�c needs.

According to its website (https://www.mosip.io/about.php), “MOSIP is a modular and open source

identity platform that helps user organisations such as Governments implement a digital,

foundational ID in a cost effective way, while embracing the best practices of scalability, security

and privacy harnessing the power of open source.”

“Being modular in its architecture, MOSIP provides lot of �exibility in how they implement and

con�gure their foundation ID system. It is a unique, universal, and progressive digital identity

system which is also an open source platform that nations can reuse freely and build their own

identity systems.”

In addition to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Sir Ratan Tata Trust and Omidyar Network

provide funding for the digital identi�cation system.

Reclaim the Net (https://reclaimthenet.org/gates-foundation-pushes-national-digital-id-tech)

discussed the implications on personal data with the widespread usage of a national digital

identi�cation system.

Adapting MOSIP to each nation’s unique requirements means collecting and customizing vast

amounts of personal data. The system, despite its boasts of an 80+ vendor ecosystem, raises

red �ags.

The higher the number of vendors, the greater the potential access points for data breaches.

Although MOSIP offers complimentary training, product showcases, and a certi�cation

process, the complexities of managing multiple vendors across various countries can

jeopardize the sanctity of personal data.

MOSIP’s ambitious plan to register 1 billion individuals in the coming decade only intensi�es

the concerns. While the Gates Foundation views digital ID systems as integral to fostering

digital public infrastructure (DPI) that can, in theory, stimulate economic growth, the risks to

personal privacy cannot be ignored.

Advertisement

Though DPI promises to streamline transactions for individuals and governments, its adoption

without robust privacy safeguards can lead to potential misuse, surveillance, and unwarranted

data access.
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Justice  

Reply •

− ⚑

13 hours ago

If Gates is for this...it can't be good.

 11  0

overtaxxed  

Reply •

− ⚑

12 hours ago  edited

bill gates can go jump of the highest building in the world as far as I am concerned
I do not give a damn what he wants

 8  0

✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound

Reply •

− ⚑

10 hours ago

F B G

 6  0

White Bear  

Reply •

− ⚑> ✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound

9 hours ago

And FJB of course.

 3  0

valdezagain  

Reply •

− ⚑

12 hours ago

I'd like to put bill "kill" gates id on his forehead--with an arc welder...

 5  0

Midnightx  

Reply •

− ⚑

11 hours ago

This evil man needs to kick the bucket

 4  0

"Trust No One"  

Reply •

− ⚑

6 hours ago

F Bill Gates, I will never comply.

 3  0

Scotty  

Reply •

− ⚑

11 hours ago

Yeah, no thanks.

 3  0

Darth Tater  − ⚑

3 hours ago

“850 million people lack ID that proves their identity. As a result, they’re shut out of a lot of
services that could change their lives,”

So the solution is to create a new ID that people are forced to accept or be shut out of a lot
of services that could change their lives. It's so clear all this comes directly from satan
because it's all the exact same reasoning.
Take tollerance. "We tollerate everything...as long as it's what we're telling everyone to do."
Take inclusion. "We want to include everyone...except everyone we hate."
Take diversity "We believe diversity makes us stronger as long as everyone is the same in
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Reply •

Take diversity. We believe diversity makes us stronger...as long as everyone is the same in
thought, belief, and action."

 2  0

Physical Culturist  

Reply •

− ⚑

10 hours ago

The spawned.

 2  0

Deadbad  

Reply •

− ⚑

12 hours ago

Bill is gettin' kinda old, he'b better be concerned that his name is written in the Lamb's
Book of Life.

 3  0

Pray for America  

Reply •

− ⚑

an hour ago

Is Gates, personally going to pay for this? And why not just supply those who need them
with an ID?

 1  0

LILtinbender  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 hours ago

I prefer Bill Gates to OD on shut up pills

 1  0

CanisDirus  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 minutes ago

Who died and made Gates the Master of the Universe? Just because someone made a lot of
money in business doesn't make them smart about other things. Case in point: Barbra
Streisand.

 0  0

BillyWolf  

Reply •

− ⚑

10 minutes ago

Hey Bill... Mila can still tell on you...

⛺

 0  0

Garry  

Reply •

− ⚑

35 minutes ago

This is how IBM started out - providing a punch card system for the NAZIs so they could ID
their enemies.

 0  0

Klipschorn  

Reply •

− ⚑

an hour ago

Can someone please come up with a shooting solution.

 0  0

Primus Pilus  

Reply •

− ⚑> Klipschorn

an hour ago

Might involve silver bullets to institute his permanent separation from life.

 0  0

BiggerHorns

l

− ⚑

2 hours ago

I'd like to see Gates pushed into a shallow grave in an empty field.
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REPORT: Three Pilots ‘Die Suddenly ’ In One Week (https: // 100percentfedup.com/report-

three-pilots-die-suddenly-in-one-week/ )

(https://100percentfedup.com/kari-lake-ron-use-a-tissue-please/)

Kari Lake: “ Ron, use a tissue, please!”  (https: // 100percentfedup.com/kari-lake-ron-use-

a-tissue-please/ )

(https://100percentfedup.com/video-white-boy-beaten-to-tears-forced-to-kiss-feet-of-
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Primus Pilus  

Reply •

− ⚑> BiggerHorns

an hour ago

I rather see him hanging from a cross after being scourged for a while in the
Mohave Desert

 0  0

RealAmericanRinoHunter  

Reply •

− ⚑> BiggerHorns

2 hours ago  edited

Yes! Preferably somewhere in europe. An American landfill is far too good for
him.

 0  0

fjohnst1 .  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 hours ago

The small print of his plan states (666) must be seen on your forehead......Mark of the
beast....

 0  0

Essene Gnostic

Reply •

− ⚑

4 hours ago

The Gates Family dates back to The Mayflower. He also has an ancestor named Israel
Gates.

 0  0

reddots  

Reply •
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5 hours ago

GET SCREWED GATES.

 0  0

Under Siege

Reply •

− ⚑

6 hours ago

That is an EVIL man.

KiII Rapes should be in a Maximum-Security Prison for the Criminally Insane, NEVER
again to see the light of day.

 0  0
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VIDEO: White Boy Beaten to Tears, Forced to Kiss Feet of Migrants

(https: // 100percentfedup.com/video-white-boy-beaten-to-tears-forced-to-kiss-feet-of-

migrants/ )

(https://100percentfedup.com/bombshell-joe-biden-discovered-using-pseudonym-robert-l-

peters-for-alleged-business-dealings-bribery/)

BOMBSHELL: Joe Biden Discovered Using Pseudonym “ Robert L. Peters”  for Alleged

Business Dealings, Bribery (https: // 100percentfedup.com/bombshell-joe-biden-

discovered-using-pseudonym-robert-l-peters-for-alleged-business-dealings-bribery/ )

(https://100percentfedup.com/update-new-police-bodycam-footage-shows-the-man-crazy-

plane-lady-thought-wasnt-real/)

UPDATE: New Police Bodycam Footage Shows The Man “ Crazy Plane Lady”  Thought

Wasn’t Real (https: // 100percentfedup.com/update-new-police-bodycam-footage-

shows-the-man-crazy-plane-lady-thought-wasnt-real/ )
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US Senator Calls Emergency Session to Remove Fani Willis!

(https: // 100percentfedup.com/us-senator-calls-emergency-session-to-remove-fani-

willis/ )
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DeSantis Implies Trump Supporters Are Brain Dead: “ Listless Vessels”

(https: // 100percentfedup.com/desantis-implies-trump-supporters-are-brain-dead-
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